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Abstract

We explore the far-reaching implications of replacing current unemployment benefit
(UB) systems by an unemployment accounts (UAs) system. Under the UAs system,
employed people are required to make ongoing contributions to their UAs and the balances
in these accounts are available to them during periods of unemployment. The government
is able to undertake balanced-budget interpersonal redistributions among the UAs. At
the end of their working lives, people could transfer the remaining balances on their UAs
into their pensions.
We present an analytical framework to analyse the incentive effects of UAs and cal-

ibrate our model for the high unemployment countries of Europe. Our results suggest
that this policy reform would significantly change people’s employment incentives and
could achieve reductions in unemployment without reducing the level of support to the
unemployed.

JEL Codes: I38; J22; J32; J38; J64; J65; J68

Keywords: unemployment benefits; unemployment accounts; redistribution; employ-
ment; unemployment;

1 Introduction

This paper explores the implications of reforming labor market policy to replace the unemploy-
ment benefit (UB) system, in which the unemployed receive benefits that are financed through
taxes on the employed, with an unemployment accounts (UAs) system. Under unemployment
accounts, people have individual unemployment accounts, to which they make ongoing contri-
butions when they are employed. The balances in these accounts are then drawn upon during
periods of unemployment. These withdrawals from UAs substitute for unemployment benefits.
UAs are hence compulsory saving to provide security against the income loss of unemploy-
ment. An UAs system need not, and in our view should not, remove redistribution and equity
as design considerations. To achieve its equity objectives in a UAs system, the government
can make balanced-budget interpersonal redistributions among the UAs, taxing the accounts of
higher-income people and subsidising those of lower-income people. At the end of their working
lives, people could transfer the remaining balances on their UAs into the pension accounts.

∗Corresponding author; phone: **49 431 8814-235; fax: **49 431 8814-501; email: dennis.snower@ifw-kiel.de.
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The same principle can equally well be applied to incapacity benefits: Current incapacity
benefits could be transformed into incapacity accounts. People could draw on these accounts
while they are incapacitated and, when they retire, use the remaining balances to top up their
pensions.
This paper presents a simple model of how switching from the UB to the UAs system would

affect people’s incentives to work and search for jobs. We then calibrate this model for the
high-unemployment countries of Europe and examine the employment and welfare implications
of the switch.
In practice, the UAs system would run along the following general lines.1 Each employed

worker contributes a fixed mandatory minimum amount to his or her account each month.
Voluntary contributions in excess of the minimum amount are allowed. Upon becoming un-
employed an individual is entitled to withdraw a predetermined maximum amount per month.
Smaller withdrawals are also allowed.
When a person’s account balance is zero, the person is entitled to unemployment assistance,

on the same terms and conditions as under the current UB system. In addition, as noted, the
government can subsidise the contributions of low-income people. Both these expenditures are
financed by taxing contributions of other unemployment account holders. When people’s UAs
balances are sufficiently high, they can use the surplus funds for other purposes; and, as noted,
when they retire, their remaining UAs balances can be used to top up their pensions.2

The UAs system can be run on a pay-as-you-go (PAYG) or fully funded basis.3 If the UAs
system is fully funded, then the contribution rates can be set in an actuarially fair manner
so that, for all the UAs of a particular age cohort in the economy, the discounted value of
aggregate minimum benefits is equal to the discounted value of aggregate contributions.4 If
the UAs system is run on a PAYG basis, cross-subsidisation of accounts would also extend
across generations. In particular, a part of the UAs balances of young people then finances the
withdrawals of older people.
Since the UAs system is compatible with both PAYG and fully funded schemes, the transi-

tion from the former to the latter can proceed at any pace desirable. The closer the system is
to being fully funded, the more discretion people can be given in determining who is to manage
their UAs, the government or private sector financial institutions. The investment activity of
the latter institutions would of course have to be regulated so as to protect individuals.5

While UAs are in principle savings accounts, they involve two main advantages over the
laissez-faire stance of simply letting people save whatever they want to protect themselves from
the income loss of unemployment. First, UAs with mandatory contributions mitigate the moral
hazard problem, namely, that individuals - knowing that the government will support them in
unemployment regardless of how much they have saved - will have insufficient incentive to save
enough.6 And second, the UAs system also fulfills a redistributive function, whereby people

1In the model below, we simplify several aspects of this account for the sake of analytical simplicity and
transparency.

2An unemployed person could also be permitted to use a portion of his UAs balance to provide employment
vouchers to employers who employ him. See Orszag and Snower (2000).

3This aspect is potentially important, for a standard criticism of personalized accounts in other areas of
the welfare state (such as pensions, health care, or education) is that they are typically viewed as fully funded
systems, and most OECD countries appear to lack the political will to embark on a quick transition to such
systems from the current PAYG systems.

4This method could ensure that generational accounts are in balance. But since some of the UAs balances
of higher-income individuals would be used to subsidize the contributions of low-income individuals and finance
unemployment assistance, the contribution rates would not be actuarially fair for each individual.

5Implementing a fully funded system poses many choices on how to invest the funds. Whether these yield
additional gains is subject to dispute, e.g. Shiller (2005) criticises the specific life-cycle portfolio plan of the
personal accounts proposal for social security in the US. We focus on different implications: our accounts cover
unemployment (instead of pensions) and we focus on the resulting employment incentives.

6Along the same line, maximum withdrawal rates avoid excessive withdrawals.
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who are unable to support themselves out of their savings receive support from others.7

Intuitively, the case for switching from the UB to the UAs system is straightforward. Current
UB systems, broadly speaking, provide unemployment benefits under the condition that the
recipients are unemployed and benefits are financed through taxes falling primarily on the
employed. When unemployed people find jobs, their benefits generally are withdrawn (in whole
or in part) and taxes are imposed. In effect, under an UB system, people are rewarded for
being unemployed (through unemployment benefits) and penalised for being employed (through
taxes). The UB system thereby creates an externality, distorting the incentives to work and
save, since the unemployed impose costs on the employed.
The unemployed do not take the full social costs of their unemployment into account when

seeking jobs. In this way, the UB system depresses job search and thereby stimulates unem-
ployment. Furthermore, the employed do not receive full compensation for the social benefits
from their employment and thus, if the relevant substitution effect dominates the income effect,
they will work less hard than they otherwise would have. Thereby, the UB system may depress
productivity and thereby reduce employment.
Not all of the unemployment benefits and taxes under the UB system are interpersonal

redistributions. On the contrary, most of the people who are unemployed at one point in time
are employed at other times, and thus part of the taxes they pay when they are employed serve
to pay the benefits when they are unemployed, i.e. they are in effect paying themselves. This is
an "intrapersonal" redistribution in the form of intertemporal income smoothing, rather than
an interpersonal redistribution. These intrapersonal redistributions are handled inefficiently
under the UB system, since both the taxes and the benefits create externalities that promote
unemployment.8

The UAs system alleviates these externality problems. For when an unemployed person
makes withdrawals from his UAs, he is thereby diminishing the amount of funds that are
available to him later on. Thus, in comparison to the UB system, the unemployed internalise
more of the social costs of their unemployment and thus have greater incentives to search for
jobs. When an employed person makes contributions to her UAs, she is thereby increasing the
account balance that she can draw on in the future. Hence, employed people internalise more
of the social benefit of their employment than under the UB system and thus have greater
incentives to work.
Of course the interpersonal redistributions in the UAs system do create externalities that

generate disincentives for job search and for work. But these disincentives are lower in the
UAs system than in the UB system. The reason is that the UAs system redistributes income
more efficiently: Since intrapersonal redistributions are conducted through the UAs rather than
through taxes, the costs and benefits of these redistributions are internalized by the account
holder, whereas under the UB system an employed person whose taxes pay for her subsequent
unemployment benefits does not internalize the costs and benefits. These taxes discourage
work effort and these unemployment benefits discourage job search under UBs, whereas the

7Barro (2005) argues that, for pension accounts, there is no good reason to go beyond the minimum standard
of living, as voluntary saving should be sufficient above this minimum payout. Our proposal, by contrast, deals
with unemployment accounts and provides support up to the level of existing unemployment benefits, which
presumably often exceed Barro’s "minimum standard of living." It is worth noting that in a stochastic world,
guaranteeing a minimum standard of living naturally has adverse employment incentives on people whose income
lies above the minimum since, ex ante, they are not certain whether their income will exceed or fall short of the
minimum level. We show that such disincentives are substantially smaller under a UAs system than under UB.

8Several empirical studies have illustrated that intrapersonal redistributions play a dominant role in total
social expenditures. Among others, Björklund (1993) reports, that lifetime incomes are distributed more equally
than annual incomes. Estimates on which portion of total social expenditure actually is redistributed between
individuals’ lifetime incomes (i.e. interpersonal redistribution) have been provided for a number of countries:
for Sweden 24%, Fölster (1997); for Denmark 26%, Sørensen et al.; for Australia 48-62% and for Great Britain
29-38%, Falkingham and Harding (1996).
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corresponding intrapersonal redistributions under UAs do not. Hence, UAs generates less
unemployment and thus there is less need for interpersonal redistributions.
In short, under the UAs system the intrapersonal redistributions lead to lower interpersonal

redistributions and thereby to higher employment, lower unemployment and higher productivity
without making the unemployed worse off. We will take a first step towards quantifying these
effects below.
This paper provides an analytical framework for assessing the labor market implications

of switching from the UB to the UAs system. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2
surveys the related literature. Section 3 depicts the UB and the UAs system systems in the
context of a simple overlapping-generations model and derives the incentives for job search
and work. Section 4 specifies functional forms for this model and calibrates it for European
high-unemployment countries. The calibration is used to derive how the switch from the UB
to the UAs system affects unemployment and welfare. Section 5 concludes.

2 Related literature

Individual welfare accounts are widely discussed in the public debate on welfare reform and
have also been put into practice in several countries.9 Practical proposals for unemployment
accounts (individual accounts to cover income loss from unemployment) have been made by
various authors,10 but have been only implemented recently in Chile. The UAs system in
Chile includes a so-called Solidarity Fund to provide minimum unemployment benefits if the
account balances are insufficient to provide the benefit payment.11 Unemployment accounts in
a different sense - essentially severance savings accounts - have been implemented several Latin
American countries and in Austria.12 In contrast to our proposal, these are not a substitute
for the unemployment benefit system.13

Our theoretical analysis of UAs must be distinguished from the literature on optimal un-
employment insurance14. While the latter is concerned with the efficient design of the UB
system (support levels, duration, eligibility, etc.), we take the design of the existing unemploy-
ment benefit systems as given and focus on how employment incentives would be affected by
replacing the existing systems by personalized unemployment accounts. As is well known, the
existing unemployment benefit systems pursue two potentially conflicting goals: insurance and

9The most comprehensive accounts system is that of the Singaporean Central Provident Fund. See Choon
and Tsui (2003) and Asher (1994), (1995) for a description.
10For early discussions see Topel (1990), Coloma (1996) and Cortázar (1996). For further proposals for UAs

and integrated systems encompassing UAs and pensions see Brunner and Colarelli (2004), Feldstein and Altman
(2007), Graetz and Mashaw (1999), Fernandez (2000), Guasch (2000), Kock and Butter (2001), Esguerra et
al (2001) and (2002), Fölster et al (2003a), (2003b), Sørensen (2003), Bovenberg and Sørensen (2004), Stiglitz
and Yun (2005), Kling (2006). For porposals of explicitly more comprehensive system of welfare accounts -
also covering health, education, etc. - see Orszag and Snower (1997), Fölster (1997) and (1999), Fölster and
Tromimov (1999), Fölster et al (2003a), (2003b) and Sørensen et al. (2006). For an overview of different forms
of UAs see Vodopivec (2006).
11For the mechanics of the system in Chile see Acevedo et al (forthcoming), Sehnbruch (2006), Conerly (2002)

and ILO (2001).
12For Latin America see Mazza (2000), Jaramillo and Saavedra (2005), Ferrer and Riddell (forthcoming),

specifically for the Colombian reform see Kugler (1999) and (2005) and for the Austrian reform see Koman et
al (forthcoming). For a proposal for Korea see Hur (forthcoming).
13While severance and seniority payments are similar to unemployment benefits in that they provide cash

compensation in the case of unemployment, they differ as well in objectives as in creating externalities and
in crucial design features. For a general discussion see Parsons (2004), Holzmann (2005), Vodopivec (2006)
and Holzman et al (forthcoming). Furthermore, in these countries severance payment accounts exist parallel
to unemployment benefit systems, thereby, our proposal applies also to these countries. Both types of these
accounts could well be integrated, but this goes beyond the scope of this paper.
14See for a survey Karni (1999) and for a recent paper e.g. Shimer and Werning (2005).
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redistribution. Optimal insurance under adverse selection implies that insurance premia must
be positively related to employment risk; redistribution dictates the opposite. The aim of this
paper is not to analyze the roles of insurance and redistribution in current benefit systems,
but rather to ask whether the support provisions of the existing systems (who gets how much
under which conditions) can be fulfilled more efficiently through UAs. In particular, we ask
whether UAs can create more favorable employment incentives without sacrificing the support
provisions of the existing systems.
These effects are largely ignored in the existing applied literature on mandatory savings ac-

counts in general and UAs specifically. Specifically, much of this literature has two undesirable
features: (i) the analysis is static and thereby ignores the intertemporal effects that are inher-
ently important in an account system and (ii) only mechanical impact effects (based on existing
behavior patterns) are investigated, rather than changes in employment behavior as result of the
institutional switch to UAs. Various authors examine empirically the feasibility of establishing
an accounts system, as well as its distributional and government budget impacts: Feldstein
and Altmann (2007) examine UAs for the US, Vodopivec (2008) for Slovenia, Vodopivec and
Rejec (forthcoming) for Estonia, Fölster (1999), (2001) and Fölster et al. (2003a) investigate
comprehensive welfare accounts for Sweden, Yun (forthcoming) simulates a specific integrated
proposal for Korea and Kling (2006) simulates his specific reform proposal for the US. While
these studies claim that UAs would improve employment incentives substantially, they do not
take people’s response to these incentives into account.15 While Sørensen et al. (2006), who
estimate a specific proposal for reform for the Danish welfare state, take people’s responses into
account, their analysis is static and thereby ignores intertemporal effects.
We explicitly derive the resulting incentive effects within an intertemporal behavioural

model and quantify the resulting responses. Similiar models have been used to assess the wel-
fare and government budget effects of integrated account systems encompassing unemployment
insurance and pensions. These analyses, however, do not address the incentive and employ-
ment effects resulting from a shift from an unemployment benefit system to UAs, which are of
concern here. For example, Hopenhayn and Hatchondo (2002) provide a cost-benefit analysis
in terms of welfare and government cost savings for alternative specifications of UAs for Es-
tonia.16 Bovenberg and Sørensen (2004) and Sørensen (2003) examine a specific proposal for
comprehensive welfare accounts for Denmark and show that it could be self-financing and lead
to a welfare gain.
Moreover, Stiglitz and Yun (2005) examine the optimal degree of integration of tax-financed

unemployment benefits with government provision of pension-funded borrowing. The authors
show improved job search incentives and the resulting welfare gains, which though are mainly a
result of their assumption of capital market imperfections. In contrast, we examine the incentive
effects for search and work effort under the assumptions that agents can freely borrow and lend
at the prevailing interest rates and that borrowing contracts are enforced. Thereby, we explicitly
disregard any effects resulting from creating a channel for consumption smoothing. Our effects
result from a higher efficiency in the redistribution of income. Goerke (2007) investigates in a
trade union model the employment and welfare consequences of integrated UAs which operate
solely via the wage, he thereby fully ignores individual work and search effort decisions. We
explicitly shed light on the channels whereby the shift from an UB to an UAs system raises
the search and work incentives and show that a more efficient redistribution of income via UAs
would improve welfare and significantly reduce unemployment.

15For example, Feldstein and Altmann (2007) merely present results for the assumption that as a result of
possible behavioral responses unemployment duration is reduced by 10% or 30%.
16This analysis complements the accounting analysis by Vodopivec and Rejec (forthcoming)
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3 The general model
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Figure 1: Structure of the Model

Workers in our model live for two periods: in the first period the worker is "young", in the
second period she is "old". The worker’s possible labor market states are illustrated in figure
1. Upon entering the workforce, each worker faces a predetermined probability he of becoming
employed and a probability (1− he) of remaining unemployed. Let V (y, n) and V (y, u) be the
discounted lifetime utilities of an employed and unemployed young worker, respectively. Then
the discounted lifetime utility of an entrant (e) to the workforce is:

V (e) = heV (y, n) + (1− he)V (y, u) (1)

A young, employed worker (y, n) faces a probability fy of being fired at beginning of the
second period, in which case he turns into an old, short-term unemployed (o, su) worker. With
probability (1 − fy) he is retained in the second period, in which case he and turns into an
insider (i), i.e. an employed incumbent worker.
Finally, a young, unemployed worker (y, u) faces a probability hy of being hired at the

beginning of the second period, whereupon he becomes an old, short-term employed worker
(o, sn). With probability (1 − hy) the young, unemployed (y, u) does not find a job in the
second period and becomes an old, long-term unemployed worker (o, lu).
Thus, the unemployment rate of young workers is

uy = (1− he) (2)

and the unemployment rate of old workers is

uo = (1− he) (1− hy) + hefy. (3)

For simplicity, we define the categories "young" and "old" so that both generations are of
equal size and the overall unemployment rate is u = 1

2
(uy + uo).

Unemployed workers divide their time between leisure and job search; employed workers
divide their time between on-the-job leisure (e.g. shirking) and work. The hiring rates in our
model depend on search intensity (i.e. the length of time unemployed workers spent searching),
and the firing rates depend on work effort (i.e. the length of time spent working), which
determines the worker’s productivity. Workers make their leisure and consumption decisions so
as to maximise their discounted lifetime utilities, taking into account the effects of their leisure
choices on the hiring and firing rates.17

For simplicity, entrants are assumed to devote all their time to job search, and thus the
entrants’ hiring rate he may be taken as an exogenously given constant. All old workers are

17The model is a simple two-period variant of the labor market model developed by Phelps (1994). Our
innovations include the incorporation of job search and the analysis of unemployment accounts in this setting.
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assumed to exert a given, fixed level of effort, since they maintain their current (un)employment
state and die in the following period. Thus search and work incentives in our model can be
assessed simply by examining the leisure and consumption decisions of young workers.
Workers are assumed to have access to capital markets, so that they are able to save their

current income or borrow against their future incomes at the market interest rate. This as-
sumption is of particular interest in our context, since it allows us to explore the degree to which
savings are a substitute for unemployment accounts. By assuming perfect capital markets, we
bias our model against unemployment accounts. With imperfect capital markets, unemploy-
ment accounts would increase economic efficiency, at least with voluntary contribution levels,
by providing households with a channel for transferring purchasing power through time.

3.1 Job search and work effort decisions

As noted, the hiring rate hy for young unemployed workers (y, u) depends inversely on their
leisure ly,u: the more leisure they consume, the less time they spend on job search and thus
the fewer jobs they are likely to find. The firing rate fy for young, employed workers (y, n)
depends positively on their leisure ly,n: workers who shirk (indulge in more leisure) when young
are less likely to be productive when old because of "learning by doing", and thus, more likely
to be fired by the firm. (The microfoundations of the hiring and firing functions are presented
in appendix A.1.)
A young, employed worker (y, n) has the period utility υ(cy,n, ly,n), where cy,n is con-

sumption and ly,n is the worker’s leisure. In the second time period, he receives an old, short-term
unemployed worker’s utility V (o, su) with probability fy(ly,n), and an insider’s utility V (i) with
probability (1− fy(ly,n)). Since the leisure of the old worker is fixed and the young worker
transfers unconsumed income into the second period, V (i) and V (o, su) are determined by the
young worker’s consumption decision.
The young, employed worker maximises the present value of utility over leisure ly,n and

consumption cy,n:

V (y, n) = max
ly,n,cy,n

[υ (cy,n, ly,n) + β (fy(ly,n)V (o, su) + (1− fy(ly,n))V (i))] (4)

where β is the discount factor. The first-order conditions for this decision problem are:

υly,n = βfly,n [V (i)− V (o, su)] (5)

υcy,n = −β

[
fy(ly,n)

dV (o, su)

dcy,n
+ (1− fy(ly,n))

dV (i)

dcy,n

]
(6)

In other words, the marginal utility of leisure must be set equal to the discounted marginal firing
propensity (βfly,n) times the reward for keeping a job ([V (i)− V (o, su)]). Given diminishing
marginal utility of leisure, the optimal leisure depends inversely on the reward for keeping a
job.18 Furthermore, the marginal utility of consumption when young (υcy,n) must be equal to
the discounted marginal disutility of not consuming when old, which is a weighted average of
the consumption sacrificed when being an old, short-term unemployed worker (dV (o,su)

dcy,n
) and

when being an insider (dV (i)
dcy,n

). The weights are given by the respective probabilities of being

fired (fy(ly,n)) and being retained ((1− fy(ly,n))).

18This is true if (as assumed below) leisure and consumption are complements or weak substitutes. If they
were sufficiently strong substitutes, then the decrease in period one consumption might lead to a sufficient
increase in the marginal utility of leisure to counterbalance the effect on leisure from the reward for remaining
employed.
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Along similar lines, a young, unemployed worker has a period utility υ(cy,u, ly,u), where
cy,u is the worker’s consumption and ly,u his leisure. In the second time period, she receives the
utility of an old, short-term employed worker V (o, sn) with probability hy(ly,u), and the utility
of an old, long-term unemployed worker V (o, lu) with probability (1− hy(ly,u)). As above,
V (o, sn) and V (o, lu) are fixed by the young worker’s consumption decision.
Thus, the young, unemployed worker’s decision problem is to find the level of leisure ly,u

and consumption cy,u that maximises the present value of utility:

V (y, u) = max
ly,u,cy,u

[υ (cy,u, ly,u) + β (hy(ly,u)V (o, sn) + (1− hy(ly,u))V (o, lu))] (7)

The first-order conditions for this problem are:

υly,u = −βhly,u [V (o, sn)− V (o, lu)] (8)

υcy,u = −β

[
hy(ly,u)

dV (o, sn)

dcy,u
+ (1− hy(ly,u))

dV (o, lu)

dcy,u

]
(9)

Here, the marginal utility of leisure must be set equal to the discounted marginal hiring propen-
sity (−βhly,u) times the reward for seeking a job ([V (o, sn)− V (o, lu)]). As above, diminishing
marginal utility of leisure implies that the optimal level of leisure depends inversely on the re-
ward for seeking a job.19 Accordingly, the marginal utility of consumption when young (υcy,u)
must be equal to the discounted marginal disutility of not consuming when old, which is a
weighted average of the consumption sacrificed when being an old, short-term employed worker
(dV (o,sn)

dcy,u
) and when being an old, long-term unemployed worker (dV (o,lu)

dcy,u
). Here the weights

are given by the respective probabilities of being hired (hy(ly,u)) and remaining unemployed
((1− hy(ly,u)))
An attractive feature of this model is that both job search and work effort are determined

by the difference between the value of being employed and that of being unemployed (by the
first-order conditions for leisure (eq. 5 and 8)). Below, we will show how the UB and UAs
systems have different effects on this difference, which will help explain why the two systems
have different unemployment and welfare outcomes.

3.2 The unemployment benefit (UB) system

In an unemployment benefit system each unemployed worker receives an exogenously given real
unemployment benefit b, and unemployment benefits are financed through a payroll tax, where
τ is the payroll tax rate. For simplicity, all employed workers are assumed to receive the same,
exogenously given wage w, normalised to unity.20

The government is in balance in each time period, i.e. the government’s expenditures on
unemployment benefits are equal to its tax receipts. Specifically, the value of unemployment
benefits received by the unemployed workers (young, unemployed workers (y, u), old, long-term

19As in the previous footnote, this is true if (as assumed below) leisure and consumption are complements or
weak substitutes.
20By implication, we do not investigate the general equilibrium effects of the shift from the UB to the UAs

system that operate via the wage. A switch from UB to UAs will affect not only the households’ work incentives
and thus shift the labor supply curve outwards; it will also affect the firms’ incentives (via their hiring and
firing rates) and thus shift the labor demand curve outwards. For this reason alone the effect on the wage is
ambiguous. Which way the wage will move will depend on the relative size of the labor demand and supply
curve shifts. Since this part of the story is well-understood and we wish to concentrate on our novel contribution,
the direct incentive effects resulting from switching to UAs, we let wages be constant for our analysis. The
resulting reduction in wage effects illustrated by Goerke (2007) is a result of the specific institutional assumption
of collective wage determination.
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unemployed workers (o, lu), and old, short-term unemployed workers (o, su)) must be equal to
the value of taxes paid by the employed workers (young, employed workers (y, n), insiders (i),
and old, short-term employed workers (o, sn)) in each period:21

b ((1− he) + (1− he) (1− hy(ly,u)) + hefy(ly,n)) (10)

= wτ (he + he (1− fy(ly,n)) + (1− he)hy(ly,u))

which can be rewritten as
νu = τ (1− u) (11)

with the unemployment rate u determined by eq. 2 and 3 and with the replacement ratio22

ν = b
w
. Thus, the payroll tax rate under the UB system is:

τ =
νu

(1− u)
=

ν ((1− he) + (1− he) (1− hy(ly,u)) + hefy(ly,n))

(he + he (1− fy(ly,n)) + (1− he)hy(ly,u))
(12)

By eq. 12, the payroll tax level is increasing in both the leisure of the employed and unemployed.

3.3 The unemployment accounts (UAs) system

Under the UAs system unemployed workers are assumed to receive a payment equal to the
unemployment benefit b out of their UAs.23 This enables us to compare the incentives under
both systems when the unemployed receive identical support. Thus, for a real interest rate r,
the contribution of a young, employed worker to her UAsmust be b

1+r
.

The payroll tax rate κ must be set so that total tax receipts by young and old employed
workers are equal total expenditures on unemployment benefits. In contrast to the UB sys-
tem old, short-term unemployed workers (o, su) finance their own unemployment using their
accounts.24 Thus, payments of b must be financed via taxes only for young, unemployed work-
ers (y, u) and the old, long-term unemployed workers (o, lu), who have no balances on their
accounts. The balanced budget constraint is:

b ((1− he) + (1− he) (1− hy(ly,u))) (13)

= κw (he + he (1− fy(ly,n)) + (1− he)hy(ly,u)) (14)

which can be rewritten as

ν

(
u−

1

2
hefy(ly,n)

)
= κ (1− u) (15)

with the unemployment rate u determined by eq. 2 and 3 and with the replacement ratio
ν = b

w
. Hence the tax rate is

κ = ν

(
u− 1

2
hefy(ly,n)

)

(1− u)
= ν

(1− he) + (1− he) (1− hy(ly,u))

he + he (1− fy(ly,n)) + (1− he)hy(ly,u)
(16)

21Since our analysis focuses on the stationary steady state, this is of course equivalent to the condition that
the present value of government expenditures is equal to the present value of government tax receipts. An
equivalent formulation is that the deficit (surplus) generated by the young generation must be equal to the
surplus (deficit) generated by the old generation.
22Naturally, since we have normalized the wage to unity, the replacement ratio ν is equal to the unemployment

benefit b in our analysis. We nevertheless distinguish between these parameters to aid the reader’s intuition.
23This payment is financed either (a) by past forced savings or (if the account balances are insufficient to

provide the payment (b) by government transfers.
24To achieve better comparability to the UB system instead of taxing the contributions to the accounts, we

simply tax the wage. Levying taxes just in the first period - on the contributions to the accounts - leads to the
same qualitative results.
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Comparing the tax rates under the UB system (eq. 12) and UAs system (eq. 16), it is clear
that, for any given unemployment rate, the tax rate is lower under the UAs system than under
the UB system.
We now proceed to analyse how the job search and work effort decisions are affected by

these UB and UAs systems.

3.4 Comparison of employment incentives

As we have seen in the first-order conditions for leisure (eq. 5 and 8), the leisure decisions
depend negatively on the reward for keeping a job, which is the reward for work effort, and
the reward for seeking a job, namely the reward for search effort. Thus, to understand why the
UB and UAs systems generate different employment incentives, it is useful to consider what
workers stand to lose from being unemployed under the two systems.

Table 1: Old workers’ consumption and the associated rewards for keeping a job and seeking a job as a function
of their past and current employment states.

The Unemployment Benefit (UB) System

Employed, whenold Unemployed, whenold RewardΔB

Employed, whenyoung w1− τ+ sn
B1+ r b+ sn

B1+ r Δn
B = w1− τ−b

Unemployed, whenyoung w1− τ+ su
B1+ r b+ su

B1+ r Δu
B = w1− τ−b

The Unemployment Accounts (UAs) System

Employed, whenold Unemployed, whenold RewardΔA

Employed, whenyoung w1−κ+b+ sn
A 1+ r b+ sn

A1+ r Δn
A = w1−κ

Unemployed, whenyoung w1−κ+ su
A1+ r b+ su

A1+ r Δu
A = w1−κ−b

Table 1 compares the two systems by describing old workers’ consumption as a function of
the worker’s labour market history and also presents the associated rewards for keeping a job
(∆n) and seeking a job (∆u). In what follows, the superscript "B" stands for the unemployment
"benefit" system and the superscript "A" for the unemployment "accounts" system.
As noted above, workers are assumed to have access to capital markets and s is the pur-

chasing power transfered through saving into the second period by young workers, which earns
interest at the interest rate r.25 This saving may be described as "voluntary", in the sense that
it is the outcome of the the workers’ optimisation decisions under the prevailing institutional
setting (UB or UAs); it may be contrasted with the "forced saving" in the form of contributions
to the UAs. As our workers live only two periods, in the second period they withdraw their
total savings.
Under the UB system old workers receive w (1− τ ) plus their savings when employed and

b plus their savings when unemployed; thus they stand to loose ∆B = w (1− τ)− b from being
unemployed, regardless of whether they were employed or unemployed when they were young.
Thus, in the UB system the reward for keeping a job (∆Bn ) is equal to the reward for seeking a
job (∆Bu ).
Under the UAs system, by contrast, the respective rewards (∆An and ∆

A
u ) are not equal, and

hence, the incentives are different - especially for young, employed workers. If they continue to
be employed, they receive w(1− κ) and the sum of their savings, namely their interest-bearing
voluntary savings sAn (1 + r) and forced savings b from the UAs. If they become unemployed,

25As above, the subscript "n" refers to the employment state and "u" to the unemployment state.
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they still receive in addition to their voluntary savings sAn (1+r), their forced savings b from the
accounts. Hence, in contrast to the UB system, the reward for keeping a job is ∆An = w(1−κ).
As for old, short-term employed workers, they receive w(1 − κ) plus their interest-bearing

savings sAu (1 + r) and old, long-term unemployed workers receive b plus their interest-bearing
savings sAu (1+r). Now the resulting difference, the reward for seeking a job, is∆Au = w(1−κ)−b.
In sum, in the UAs system workers stand to lose more from being unemployed: the rewards

for keeping and seeking a job in consumption terms are higher, particularly the former, which is
the reward for work effort to young, employed workers. Under an UAs system, these workers will
not benefit from becoming unemployed (through the payment of unemployment benefits), in
contrast to the UB system. The reason is, that under the UAs system these workers are forced
to redistribute their income intrapersonally via their UAs. By financing their own possible
future unemployment fully themselves via their accounts, these workers completely internalise
the cost of their own unemployment and hence stand to loose more from being unemployed
than under the UB system.26 We call this the internalisation effect.
As the leisure decision depends negatively on the reward for keeping a job, the higher reward

for keeping a job with UAs induces young, employed workers to increase their work effort (take
less leisure at work). Consequently firing rates will fall and unemployment of old workers will
be lower.
Additionally, under the UAs system young, employed workers stand to loose more from

being unemployed when old (∆An = w(1− κ)) than workers who were unemployed when young
under the UAs system and thus did not contribute to their UAs (∆Au = w(1− κ)− b). Due to
the internalisation effect under the UAs system, the employment incentives depend on workers’
labour market history.
Since young, employed workers under the UAs system save for their own unemployment,

taxes are only required to finance unemployment assistance for young, unemployed workers
and long-term unemployed workers. The cost of unemployment of old, short-term unemployed
workers is not imposed on others. Consequently the tax rate is lower under the UAs system
than under the UB system (as indicated by eqs. 12 and 16). Lower taxes mean that workers
receive higher rewards for keeping a job and seeking a job. We call this the tax reduction effect.
Hence, the tax reduction effect not only raises the reward for keeping a job under the UAs

system relative to the UB system, it also generates a higher reward for seeking a job. Thus,
young, unemployed workers have an incentive to search harder for jobs (take less leisure while
unemployed)27 and, since hiring rates depend positively on search intensity, hiring rates will
rise.
To be precise, there are in fact two tax reduction effects in our model. In addition to the

direct tax reduction effect above (whereby young, employed workers finance their own unem-
ployment support rather than receiving unemployment benefits financed through taxes), there
is also an indirect tax reduction effect: The increased employment broadens the tax base and
the lower unemployment implies that there are fewer unemployed workers with insufficient UAs
balances to support themselves. Accordingly, the tax rate that is required in the UAs system
to finance the unemployment support is even lower. (This in turn improves the incentives for
job search and work effort even further, leading to another round of unemployment reductions,
and so on.)

26In utility terms for any concave utility function this result depends on the respective size of the "volun-
tary" savings in both systems. For any concave utility function this result holds under the reasonable pa-
rameter values in our calibration and under the assumption that sAn (1 + r) + b > sBn (1 + r) > sAn (1 + r).
Then the reward for keeping a job in utility terms Λn is greater under the UAs than the UB system:
ΛAn = υ

(
w (1− κ) + sAn (1 + r) + b

)
− υ

(
sAn (1 + r) + b

)
> ΛBn = υ

(
w (1− τ) + sBn (1 + r)

)
− υ

(
b+ sBn (1 + r)

)
.

27Again, the result in utility terms for any concave utility function depends on the size of the sav-
ings in the two systems. Under reasonable parameter values in our calibration this result holds: ΛAu =
υ
(
w (1− κ) + sAu (1 + r)

)
− υ

(
b+ sAu (1 + r)

)
> ΛBu = υ

(
w (1− τ) + sBu (1 + r)

)
− υ

(
b+ sBu (1 + r)

)
.
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Summing up, firing rates are lower and hiring rates are higher under the UAs system than
under the UB system and thus (by eqs. 2 and 3) unemployment is lower under the UAs system.

4 Evaluation of employment incentives

4.1 Specification and calibration

In this section we explore whether the incentive effects identified above could be potentially
important in practice. For this purpose, we specify particular functional forms for the be-
havioral relations above, calibrate the resulting model, and evaluate the unemployment and
welfare implications of moving from the UB to the UA system. Our analysis shows that, for
reasonable parameter values, the unemployment reductions can be substantial in Europe’s high-
unemployment countries, namely France, Germany, Italy and Spain. Naturally, these results
need to be interpreted with extreme caution since the underlying model is extremely simple;
but the potential effectiveness of UAs in reducing unemployment is nevertheless highlighted
through this exercise.
We start by specifying the functional forms.: Let the workers’ utility function be Cobb-

Douglas:

υ(c, l) =

(
cαl(1−α)

)γ

γ
(17)

and let hiring and firing rates be linear (where θ, a and φ are parameters whose microfoundations
are derived in appendix A.1):

hy(ly,u) = θ(1− aly,u) (18)

fy(ly,n) = φly,n (19)

For these functional forms, we now proceed to calibrate the resulting model. (The optimal
search and work effort decisions for the UB and UAs systems are derived in the appendix A.2).
The period of analysis is one year. The interest rate r is set at 4 % per year, which

corresponds to the average real interest rate in the OECD over the last four decades, and we
set β = 1

1+r
. We let the utility coefficient α be 0.85. In our 2-period model an unemployment

spell lasts for half the workers’ lifetime, thereby it creates an unrealistically high amount of risk
for households. In order order to compensate for this, we use of a correspondigly low parameter
of risk aversion (1− γ) of 0.25.
The parameters of the hiring function a, θ, of the firing function φ and the hiring rate

he for each country are assigned the values necessary for the model to reproduce the net
replacement ratio, the average duration of job tenure, and the unemployment rate of the four
high-unemployment countries, as shown in Table 2. These variables are defined as follows:
(i) The net replacement ratio (νnet, for the current UB systems) is taken to be the after-tax
replacement ratio for 2002 (OECD(2004)),28 so that the unemployment benefit b in our model
is given by b = wνnet(1 − τ), where νnet = ν

(1−τ)
.(ii) The average job tenure (in years) is that

for 2002 in Auer et al. (2005), and it is computed as as the inverse of the rate of outflow
from employment 1/fy (see appendix A.3). (iii) The unemployment rate is the standardised
unemployment rate for 2002 (OECD 2005).

28The net replacement ratio is the average of net replacement rates for six family types and different earning
levels for the initial phase of unemployment (i.e. upon entering unemployment following any benefit waiting
period) for somebody who was previously employed on a full-time basis, 2002.
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Table 2: Net replacement ratio in percent, average job tenure in years and standardised unemployment rate in
percent for 2002.

vnet 1/fy u
France 78.4 11.2 8.9
Germany 76.5 10.7 8.2
Italy 60.2 12.1 8.6
Spain 72.4 9.9 11.3

4.2 Results

As noted (in section 3.4), the incentive improvement from switching from an UB to an UAs
system is generated by an internalisation effect (the internalisation of the cost of unemployment
increases the reward for keeping a job) and the resulting tax reduction effects (the resulting
reductions in the tax rate increase the reward for keeping and seeking a job). For the calibrated
model above, the plots in figure 2 shed light on the relative importance of these two effects, by
comparing the rewards for keeping and seeking a job under both systems for varying replacement
ratios.
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Figure 2: The relation between the net replacement ratio and the reward for keeping and seeking a job, in
consumption terms, under the UB and the UAs system for France, Germany, Italy and Spain.

We have seen in section 3.4 that the employment incentives under the UB system are
independent of a worker’s employment history, i.e. the reward for seeking a job is equal to the
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reward for keeping a job (∆Bn = ∆B
u = w (1− τ ) − b), as shown in figure 2. When moving

from the UB to the UAs system, the reward for keeping a job rises substantially, as indicated
in figure 2, where this reward is measured in consumption terms (compare ∆An = w(1 − κ)
and ∆Bn = w (1− τ )− b). The increased reward - implying increased incentives for work effort
- is due to both the internalisation and the tax reduction effects. The reward for seeking a
job also rises, as shown, but by substantially less, since this change - implying increased job
search incentives - is driven only by the tax reduction effects (compare ∆A

u = w(1− κ)− b and
∆B
u = w (1− τ )− b).
Figure 2 also shows that the replacement ratio has a weaker influence on the reward for

keeping a job under UAs (∆An = w(1− κ)) than under UBs (∆Bn = w (1− τ ) − b). Naturally,
the replacement ratio does have an indirect effect under UAs, since the higher replacement
ratio implies more interpersonal redistribution to those unemployed workers who are unable to
support themselves and thus a correspondingly higher tax rate (κ) on the employed workers.
But under the UAs system, workers internalise more of the cost of their own unemployment
(specifically, unemployed workers who were previously employed pay for themselves), and thus
the tax rate rises less with the replacement ratio and work incentives are reduced by corre-
spondingly less as well. This is the reason for the weak reaction of the reward for keeping a job
under UAs to a rise in the replacement rate.
Table 3 summarises the implications of these incentive effects from switching to the UAs

system for unemployment (u) and welfare, which is quantified by the consumption equivalent
measure29 (CE) for our calibrated model. (The effects are given in terms of percentage
changes.)30

Table 3: The percentage change in unemployment rates and welfare resulting from a shift from the UB to the
UAs system. The welfare effects are calculated as consumption equivalents.

%∆u %CE
France −46.3 2.8
Germany −50.9 2.6
Italy −34.4 1.2
Spain −37.7 2.6

It is worth emphasising that these substantial reductions in unemployment are achieved even
though unemployed people receive the same amount of unemployment support in both systems.

Table 4: The percentage change in unemployment rates and consumption equivalents resulting from a shift from
the UB to the UAs system for alternative values for the parameter a of the utility function for a RRA value of
0.25.

α %∆u %CE α %∆u %CE
France 0.90 −43.5 2.5 Italy 0.90 −32.1 1.1

0.95 −40.0 2.2 0.95 −30.6 1.0
Germany 0.90 −48.2 2.4 Spain 0.90 −35.2 2.3

0.95 −45.4 2.2 0.95 −32.9 2.1

29We quantify the welfare change from the switch from an UB to an UAs system for an entrant to the labour
market by asking by how much in percent this individual’s consumption has to be increased in all periods and
labour market states (keeping leisure constant) in the UB system so that his present value of utility equals that

under the UAs system. Thus, it can be easily calculated as: CE =
(
V A(e)
V B(e)

) 1
αγ

− 1.
30The cross-country rankings of changes in unemployment and welfare do not coincide with those of the net

replacement ratio since these countries differ in terms of variables other than the replacement ratio as well, viz.,
they also differ in terms of average job tenure and average unemployment rates, implying differences in hiring
rates for entrants. Consequently, there are cross-country differences in the hiring and firing functions.
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Table 5: The percentage change in unemployment rates and consumption equivalents resulting from a shift to
the UAs system for alternative values for RRA for an a value of 0.98 for France and Germany, 0.96 for Italy
and 0.97 for Spain.

RRA %∆u %CE RRA %∆u %CE
France 0.50 −40.7 1.7 Italy 0.50 −32.4 0.4

0.75 −42.2 1.4 0.75 −34.5 0.1
Germany 0.50 −46.4 1.7 Spain 0.50 −33.9 1.5

0.75 −48.1 1.2 0.75 −35.4 1.0

Furthermore, as tables 4 and 5 show, these results appear to be reasonably robust, in the
sense that they are not very sensitive to changes in the utility parameters α and RRA = (1−γ).
The improved employment incentives depicted in figure 2 imply unemployment reductions

that are depicted in figure 3, which specifically shows how the unemployment reductions are
related to the net replacement ratio.
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Figure 3: The relation between the net replacement ratio and the percentage reduction of the unemployment
rate.

Figure 4 depicts the tax reductions associated with a switch to the UAs system for varying
replacement ratios. (The greater is the replacement ratio, the greater is the tax rate necessary to
finance this replacement ratio under the UAs and UB systems.) The greater is the replacement
ratio, the greater is the difference between the externalities generated by the UBs and those
generated by the UAs. The reason is that a higher replacement ratio under the UAs system
means that more support for the unemployed is paid out of the UAs and the greater is the
associated internalisation effects and the resulting tax reduction effects. It is for this reason
that, as the replacement ratio rises, the switch from the UB to the UAs system leads to
progressively larger reductions in unemployment and taxes.
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Figure 4: The relation between the net replacement ratio and the percentage reduction in tax rates resulting
from a shift to the UAs system.
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Figure 5: The relation between the net replacement ratio and the percentage difference in saving of young
workers between the UAs and the UB system.

Figure 5 shows the difference in saving, in the UAs and UB systems, associated with a
range of replacement ratios. We compare the total saving of an young, employed worker under
the two systems, namely, the sum of "voluntary" and "forced" saving under the UAs system
with saving under the UB system. The vertical axis depicts the percentage difference of young
worker’s saving between the UAs and UB systems.
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The positive differences show that the mandatory contributions to the UAs are not fully
crowded out by less voluntary savings.31 The reason is that under the UB system an employed
worker has less incentive to save. First, his incentive to save to support himself is lower, as the
government will provide benefit payments in the case of unemployment, i.e. he does not fully
internalise the cost of unemployment. Second, higher interpersonal reditributions reduce his
incentive to save. This explains why forcing individuals to save can raise welfare, even though
they are already optimizing.
Clearly, the greater is the replacement ratio, the greater are the differences in saving, for the

UAs and UB systems, since the higher replacement ratio implies more interpersonal redistrib-
ution to those unemployed workers who are unable to support themselves and thereby, more
strongly distorted incentives to save.

5 Conclusion

This paper has analysed the implications of moving from the UB to the UAs system. To promote
understanding of major incentive effects, we have focused on some central characteristics of
these systems, assuming that unemployment benefits are financed by payroll taxes. Our simple
models are meant to clarify important channels whereby the policy change affects job search
and work effort. They also show how the redistribution of income, performed through the UB
system, can be accomplished more efficiently through the UAs system, permitting significant
declines in unemployment rates and improvements in welfare.
In particular, we have shown how UAs permit people to internalise a portion of a signif-

icant policy-induced externality: the support of unemployed workers imposes a tax cost on
the employed workers. Under the UAs system people finance more of their own unemployment
support than under the UB system and thus the externality is reduced. The reason is that every
system of unemployment support involves both interpersonal and intrapersonal redistribution.
The switch to the UAs system reduces the need for the latter through taxes and transfers, since
employed people can use their UAs to support themselves should they become unemployed in
the future. Lower taxes (uncompensated costs on the employed) and lower transfers (uncom-
pensated benefits to the unemployed) means greater incentives for job search and work effort.
The resulting rise in hiring rates and reduction in firing rates leads to a fall in unemployment.
This in turn broadens the tax base and shrinks the number of people requiring support, leading
to further reductions in tax rates and unemployment benefit expenditures, and so on.
Our calibration exercises suggest that these unemployment reductions could be measurable

in Europe’s high-unemployment countries. It is important to emphasise that these reductions
are achieved without reducing the level of support to the unemployed. Our analysis also shows
that switching to the UAs system makes unemployment less sensitive to the replacement ratio
and that, the higher is this replacement ratio, the greater is the achievable reduction in unem-
ployment. Naturally, in providing a transparent way of describing how the policy change can
affect labor market behavior, our models of course make strong simplifying assumptions and
thus our results must be interpreted with caution, indicating only general orders of magnitude.
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31Topel (1990) and Cortázar (1996) argued that forced savings would be simply offset accordingly by voluntary
savings. We show that this is not the case.
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A Appendix

A.1 Hiring and firing rates

Having assumed that the only way workers perceive they can influence hiring and firing is
through the choice of leisure, we provide some microfoundations for such hire and fire rates
with a particularily simple model.
There is a large number M of firms, each of which has workers and maximises its present

value of profits. Assuming a steady state this is equivalent to maximising one-period profit
Π(L, 1):

Π(L, 1) = [Γ(0, ly,n)− wy − dfy]L+ (Γ(ψ, ly,n)− wi) (1− fy)L (20)

+(Γ(0, lo,n)− wo −̟)ωN
Uy
M

(21)

Here, ψ captures learning by doing in production, Γ is productivity which depends on
experience and effort, wy is the wage in period 1, wo is the wage of those unemployed when
young and then become hired, wi is the insider wage, d is the cost of firing a worker, ̟ is the
cost of hiring a worker, ly,n is the leisure of the young employed and lo,n of the old employed, N
is the number of interviews conducted with each of the young, unemployed workers (Uy) and
ω is the hiring rate at each interview.
Since the purpose of this section is to derive the microfoundations of hire and fire rates, we

treat the wages wy, wo and wi in the model as predetermined. We introduce these wages as
separate parameters here because they separately influence the hire and fire decisions.
The first order condition for hiring is that, if the firm is hiring, the shadow value of a worker

exceeds the marginal hiring c ost:

λ = Γ(0, lo,n)− wo > ̟ (22)

When a worker comes for interviews at a firm, the firm’s hiring decision is based on compar-
ing the estimated shadow values λ−ε (where ε is a random variable) from hiring the additional
employee with marginal training costs ̟. At the interview time, the firm does not know how
active the worker has been searching for a job so that its estimates of the shadow value are
independent of the amount of search of the employee. The hire rate ω of the profit-maximising
firm then is:

ω = H (λ−̟) (23)

where H is the cumulative distribution function of ε.
Workers know the hire rate and have a time endowment of 1 when unemployed and obtaining

an interview takes g units of time. Workers who do one interview are hired with a probability
ω; if they are not hired (with probability (1−ω)), they may proceed to a second interview and
be hired with a probability ω . Thus each worker’s hiring rate (the total probability of being
hired) is:

hy = ω
N−1∑

j=0

(1− ω)j = 1− (1− ω)N (24)

The hiring rate may now be expressed in terms of the unemployed worker’s leisure. Given that
the total time endowment (to be split into search and leisure) is 1, then N interviews take gN
units of time. Thus, leisure when unemployed is (1− gN) so that N = (1− ly,u)/g. Hence

hy(ly,u) = 1− (1− ω)
(1−ly,u)

g (25)
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which is decreasing in leisure when unemployed. A linear approximation of eq. 25 is

hy(ly,u) = log(1− ω)((ly,u − 1)/g) (26)

which can be rewritten as eq. 18, with hiring propensity θ and search cost parameter a. The
hiring rate function formulation implicitly assumes that workers take the wage as given.
The first order condition of the profit maximisation problem eq. 20 for firing is that a worker

will be fired if
Γ (ψ, ly,n)− wi < −d (27)

so that a worker is fired when her discounted future contribution to profits falls below minus
marginal firing costs d. Because the worker is working on projects which may take more than
one period, her first period effort will influence her second period productivity. This effect is
captured through the random parameter ψ which measures "learning by doing".
Since the learning by doing parameter is random, firing is stochastic and the probability of

firing a worker is given by the probability that the following equation is negative:

Γ (ψ, ly,n)− wi − d < 0 (28)

To simplify analysis, we assume that Γ (ψ, ly,n) is linear:

Γ (ψ, ly,n) = (ζ − ly,n)ψ (29)

Hence, the probability of firing the worker is:

f = G

(
χ

ζ − ly,n

)
(30)

where G is the cumulative density function of ψ and χ = βw−d

β
. Here, the firing rate is

increasing in the level of leisure on the job as well as increasing in the wage w. The cumulative
density function G can take a variety of forms but we can construct a first order approximation
in terms of ly,n about ly,n = l̄ :

fy(ly,n) = ϕ+ φly,n (31)

with firm firing propensity φ.
Someone who exhibits full effort and does not shirk at all should not be fired which can be

achieved by setting ϕ = 0, as in eq. 19. The parameters will depend on a number of other
parameters including the wage.32

A.2 The specific model

A.2.1 The unemployment benefit system

For these functional forms specified in section 4.1, we now proceed to examine incentives under
the UB and UAs systems. Under the UB system, the optimisation problem of a young, employed
worker is:33

V B(y, n) = max
ly,n,sn

1

γ

((
(w (1− τ )− sn)

α l1−αy,n

)γ)
(32)

+β

(
fy(ly,n)

1
γ
(b+ sn (1 + r))αγ

+(1− fy(ly,n))
1
γ
((w (1− τ) + sn (1 + r))αγ )

)

32Another way of justifying this functional form for the firing function is in terms of a shirking model (see
Phelps (1994), chapter 15 for details).
33The superscript "B" stands for the Unemployment “Benefit” System.
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subject to 34

0 ≤ ly,n ≤
1

φ
(33)

The resulting optimal leisure decision is:35

lBy,n =

(
βφ

γ(1− α)
((w(1− τ) + sn (1 + r))αγ − (b+ sn (1 + r))α γ)

) 1
(1−α)γ−1

(34)

(w(1− τ)− sn)
−

αγ

(1−α)γ−1

The optimal saving decision is given by the following implicit function:36

0 = (w (1− τ )− sn)
αγ−1 l(1−α)γy,n (35)

− (1 + r)β

(
fy(ly,n) (b+ sn (1 + r))αγ−1

+(1− fy(ly,n)) (w (1− τ ) + sn (1 + r))αγ−1

)

The optimisation problem of a young, unemployed worker is:

V B(y, u) = max
ly,u,su

1

γ

(
(b− su)

α l1−αy,u

)γ
(36)

+β

(
hy(ly,u)

1
γ
((w (1− τ) + su (1 + r))αγ)

+(1− hy(ly,u))
1
γ
((b+ su (1 + r))αγ)

)

subject to37

max

[
0,
1

a

(
1−

1

θ

)]
≤ ly,u ≤

1

a
(37)

The resulting optimal leisure decision is:38

lBy,u =

(
βθa

γ(1− α)
((w(1− τ) + su (1 + r))αγ − (b+ su (1 + r))αγ)

) 1
(1−α)γ−1

(38)

(
b− sBu

)− αγ

(1−α)γ−1

and the following implicit function yields the optimal saving decision:

0 = (b− su)
αγ−1 l(1−α)γy,u (39)

− (1 + r)β

(
hy(ly,u) (w (1− τ) + su (1 + r))αγ−1

+(1− hy(ly,u)) (b+ su (1 + r))αγ−1

)

The system of equations 34, 35, 38, 39 and the government budget constraint, eq. 11,
describe the equilibrium levels of job search and work effort under the UB system, calibrated
in section 4.1.

34This condition ensures that the firing rate fy is non-negative and not greater than 1.
35We substitute the firing rate, eq. 19, into the optimisation problem, eq. 32. We focus on interior solutions.
36We express consumption as income minus saving and optimize with respect to saving.
37This condition ensures that the hiring rate hy is non-negative and not greater than 1.
38We substitute the hiring rate, eq. 18, into the optimisation problem, eq. 36.
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A.2.2 The unemployment accounts (UAs) system

Under the accounts system, the young, employed worker’s decision problem is to solve the
problem39

V A(y, n) = max
ly,n,sn

1

γ

((
w (1− κ)−

b

1 + r
− sn

)α
l1−αy,n

)γ
(40)

+β

(
fy(ly,n)

1
γ
(b+ sn (1 + r))αγ

+(1− fy(ly,n))
1
γ
((w (1− κ) + b+ sn (1 + r))αγ)

)

subject to the leisure constraint, eq. 33. The resulting optimal leisure decision is:40

lAy,n =

(
βφ

γ(1− α)
((w(1− κ) + b+ sn (1 + r))αγ − (b+ sn (1 + r))α γ)

) 1
(1−α)γ−1

(41)

(
w(1− κ)−

1

1 + r
b− sn

)
−

αγ

(1−α)γ−1

and the optimal saving decision is given by the following implicit function:

0 =

(
w (1− κ)−

1

1 + r
b− sn

)αγ−1
l(1−α)γy,n (42)

− (1 + r)β

(
fy(ly,n) (b+ sn (1 + r))αγ−1

+(1− fy(ly,n)) (w (1− κ) + b+ sn (1 + r))αγ−1

)

The young unemployed worker’s optimisation problem is:

V A(y, u) = max
ly,u,su

1

γ

(
(b− su)

α l1−αy,u

)γ
(43)

+β

(
hy(ly,u)

1
γ
((w (1− κ) + su (1 + r))αγ)

+(1− hy(ly,u))
1
γ
((b+ su (1 + r))αγ )

)

subject to the leisure constraint, eq. 37. In this case, the resulting optimal leisure decision is:41

lAy,u =

(
βφ

γ(1− α)
((w(1− κ) + su (1 + r))αγ − (b+ su (1 + r))α γ)

) 1
(1−α)γ−1

(44)

(b− su)
−

αγ
(1−α)γ−1

and the first-order condition for saving:

0 = (b− su)
αγ−1 l(1−α)γy,u (45)

− (1 + r)β

(
hy(ly,u) (w (1− κ) + su (1 + r))αγ−1

+(1− hy(ly,u)) (b+ su (1 + r))αγ−1

)

Under the UAs system the equilibrium levels of job search and work effort are described by
the system of Eq. 41, 42, 44, 45 and the government budget constraint, Eq. 15, also calibrated
in section 4.1.

39The superscript "A" stands for the Unemployment "Accounts" System.
40We substitute the firing rate, eq. 19, into the optimisation problem, eq. 40.
41We substitute the hiring rate, eq. 18, into the optimisation problem, eq. 43.
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A.3 Mean duration of job tenure

Assume duration independent transition and a steady state. The probability of being fired each
period is fy. Then the probability of being fired after t periods is

fy(1− fy)
t−1 (46)

Thus the mean duration of employment is

fy
∞∑

t=1

t (1− fy)
t−1 (47)

which can be rewritten as

fy
∞∑

t=i

∞∑

i=1

(1− fy)
i−1 =

1

fy
(48)

Hence, if the rate of outflow from employment is fy, the mean duration of job tenure is 1/fy.
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